Cardiac-locomotor coupling while finger tapping: Part II. A cross-over control study.
Cardiac-locomotor coupling (CLC) has been reported by us while people finger tap at cadences natural to them. Since then, we have developed a simple cross-over control strategy in which the heart rate of one subject is related to the finger-tapping rate of another. Of the 20 normal subjects previously studied while tapping a telegraph key at a comfortable rate for 10 min., reevaluation of their data showed that 9 (45%) and 4 (20%) of them, under test and control conditions, respectively, appeared to couple at a single-digit integer ratio. Neither the incidence nor the intensity of apparent CLC under the two conditions was significantly different. Raster plots of the most tightly related rates gave no evidence of phase locking. These results have two implications. First, previously published reports on CLC (and other entrainment phenomena) should be interpreted with caution, and cross-over controls should be considered in future research. Second, the absence of CLC during finger tapping suggests that CLC may only be functionally significant during exercise of large muscle groups (e.g., by minimization of cardiac afterload) or when impact-loading occurs (e.g., by enhancing cardiac ventricular emptying.